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Business Project Context 
Challenge 
“Powerful forces are reshaping the banking industry. Customer expectations, 
technological capabilities and regulatory requirements are creating an imperative to 
change. Banks need to get ahead of these challenges and retool to win in the next era.” 
(Retail Banking, 2014). 
The UniCredit’s Business Project launches a discussion on the future of commercial 
banks, more specifically, on the future of their retail segment. The challenge is to 
imagine how retail banking will look fifteen years from now and develop ideas to 
innovate its offering and distribution approach to a specific customer segment. 
The project is focused on the Italian retail banking system and presents an analysis on 
the current profitability performance, challenges for the next years and main trends for 
the future evolution of the business model. 
To conclude, the project presents innovative products and distribution channels for the 
retail banks of 2030. Such recommendations are focused on Small and Medium 
Enterprises (SMEs), aimed at exploiting their economic and social potential. 
Analysis 
In order to provide meaningful recommendations for the future of retail banks it is 
crucial to first understand how the evolution of this industry has been, which are the 
current problems and identify threats and growth opportunities. 
The Italian banking system has suffered tremendously with the financial crisis 
(Appendix 1). The aggregated Return on Equity (ROE) of Italian banks decreased from 
3% in 2010 to -6% in 2011, being that decline in profitability more aggressive in Italy 
than in Europe. Moreover, looking at the top five banks of each EU country, it is clear 
that Italy is underperforming its peers and such is happening not only due to 
deteriorating macroeconomic conditions – extreme high debt/GDP ratio, no GDP 
growth and a growing deficit – but also due to specific characteristics of Italian retail 
banks – revenues more driven from the asset side (loans dependent on the economic 
cycle), heavy physical distribution of branches and lagging multichannel capabilities. 
When breaking down ROE (Appendix 2) it is clear that, on top of the aforementioned 
factors, Italy is lagging behind due to a decrease in net interest income, lower ability to 
identify non-interest income revenue sources, an increasing level of non-performing 
loans, high levels of staff expenses and overall low levels of efficiency. 
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The focus of this project is, therefore, to increase revenue sources (especially non-
interest income, promoting risk diversification) and achieve higher levels of efficiency. 
On a customer approach, SMEs are a particularly unprofitable segment due to their risk 
profile and complex needs (Appendix 3). However, this segment is highly relevant in 
social terms, has a considerable impact on the Italian banking system and has an 
unexploited potential on which banks can leverage for future growth (Appendix 4). 
To better understand how to unleash the potential of SMEs in 2030, the main global 
trends for the future were analysed and organized in five categories (Appendix 5) – Big 
Data, Digitalization & Social Media, Customization and Internationalization. 
Combining the main global trends for the future, the needs of both banks and SMEs 
(Appendix 6) and the expected sources of competition (Appendix 7), the future product 
offering and distribution channels were defined. 
Summary of Conclusions 
The retail bank of the future will be a truly transparent company focused on service and 
ready to anticipate customers’ needs through the usage of big data; it will not only be a 
financer but also an active partner for its clients, pushing them towards ambitious 
objectives that will make them more profitable and sustainable. The bank will focus on 
three main pillars (Appendix 8) – a more efficient and rationalized core business, 
innovative services levered on core capabilities and a new omnichannel distribution. 
On the core business side (Appendix 9), procedural innovation and a service-logic will 
mainly lead to higher efficiency, optimization of services and better risk management. 
The new product offering for SMEs can be clustered in Consultancy, Information 
Sharing & Access to Capital, Promotion of Cluster Aggregation & Financial Education, 
and Augmented Reality as an Innovative Promotional Tool (Appendix 10). 
Finally, to better address the SMEs’ needs, an omnichannel distribution (Appendix 11) 
is developed allowing customers to have an increased amount of channels to use while 
being in control of interlinking those channels in the way they wish to. This distribution 
strategy will enable SMEs to have a tailored banking experience (Appendix 12). 
As part of the omnichannel distribution, branches are expected to be strong IT-based, 
providing touch-screens where customers will be able to browse for new products, 
contact staff members and obtain an interactive presentation of their financial data. 
To conclude, the 2030 retail bank will widen the SMEs’ portfolio of services by 
leveraging on big data analysis, and technology will become increasingly important to 
increase revenue sources, promote efficiency and reinforce the relationship with clients. 
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The Future of Branches 
Original Approach 
To develop an omnichannel distribution strategy for SMEs in Italian retail banks it was 
necessary to present the future positioning of branches. The conclusions presented in the 
previous section were derived by combining the most relevant reports on the subject and 
taking into consideration the key trends for the next decades. 
However, the future of branches was not the main focus of the Business Project so it did 
not have the attention or discussion that such a sensitive issue should have. 
Infrastructure efficiency will be crucial in the upcoming years to reach sustainable 
growth, thus analysing and further discussing the next steps of branches becomes utterly 
important. 
Limitation of Original Approach 
The Business Project approach was not incorrect but the future of branches is an issue 
that deserves a deeper analysis considering technological progress, demographic 
evolution, consumer behaviour and specific bank objectives. Moreover, intermediate 
steps should be suggested in order to guide retail banks, helping them to reach the 
optimal branch structure that maximizes the potential of omnichannel distribution. 
Finally, the analysis of the future of branches should not be limited to SMEs; instead, it 
should consider the entire retail public – Families and SMEs. 
Overall, the Business Project lacks a deeper understanding of the importance of 
branches to the retail banking business, an analysis of the main determinates of branch 
evolution and a plan for the next years. 
New Approach 
The following sections will develop on the future of Italian retail bank branches for both 
Families and SMEs, suggest the next steps and propose a 2030 branch in line with the 
Business Project but more developed and structured. 
Relevance of branches – In the current low revenue, low profitability environment, 
retail banks are re-evaluating the relevance, purpose and cost efficiency of branches. 
The declining levels of branch traffic allied with higher costs of branch transactions 
(Appendix 13) are forcing retail banks to transform their branch models. Negative 
Returns on Investment (ROI) are not an option for the future. 
Nonetheless, retail banks do not imagine a future without branches (Appendixes 14 and 
15) and, in fact, having a physical presence is extremely important in the omnichannel 
distribution approach. Branches are a key interaction point that allows face-to-face 
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contact between customers and their bank, being essential for complex product sales 
and relationship building. Besides, branches are essential to establish community and 
market presence, and to build brand recognition and trust (Rebooting the branch, 2012). 
“Industry is at an inflexion point” (Retail Banking, 2014). Motivated by the need to 
boost profitability and fast developing technologies, retail banks should act now and 
shape the upcoming years. Branches have a bright future but action is necessary; 
implementing and integrating new technologies is mandatory to win the next decades. 
Determinants of branch evolution – Network rationalization and differentiation of 
branch types are crucial to optimize service levels and keep costs under control (The 
Future of Bank Branches, 2013).  
Such rationalization and differentiation can only be achieved taking into consideration 
key determinants of branch evolution. As so, to design the optimal branch network, 
retail banks should consider their own specific objectives, the potential of technological 
progress, the demographic trends and the consequent shifts in customers’ needs. 
In regard to the objectives, given the abstract nature of the Business Project, this Work 
Project will not focus on any specific bank and instead consider a large regional/global 
bank operating mainly in Italy that suffered with the crisis and is now re-thinking its 
business model to remain competitive in the next years. In particular, it is adopting a 
technologically advanced distribution approach aimed at attracting and retaining 
customers, creating new revenue sources and achieving higher cost efficiency. 
In respect to the technological progress, retail banks should mainly consider the 
increasing importance of smart devices, the potential of video-conferences and the 
adoption of biometrics. Smart devices are shaping the future; in banking, they are 
becoming as relevant as cards as the primary payment instrument, giving customers the 
access to account providers or locally stored value and allowing them to make contact 
payments and transfers. Video-conferences are transforming interactions and, for banks, 
such means that human touch can still be present in digital channels. As for biometrics 
(e.g. fingerprints, voice recognition), an integration in banking has the potential to 
revolutionize transaction authorisations, thus decreasing the dependency on physical 
instruments. 
Finally, regarding the demographic trends, aging population will be an important 
constraint in the digital evolution of distribution channels. Nonetheless, the high internet 
and smartphone penetration among the younger generations is a key trend on which 
banks should leverage to design the branches of the future. 
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The Italian case – Italy is the third European country with highest branch density 
(Appendix 16). Such high level of physical presence becomes a burden especially in 
times of crisis due to the high fixed costs associated. Consequently, Italian retail banks 
are closing and merging branches. However, analysts estimate that a satisfactory 
profitability can only be achieved if the branch network is cut by at least 30% and if the 
remaining branches are able to rationalise costs and personnel (Jucca, 2013). 
To achieve a high performance, cutting costs is not enough. Retail banks should balance 
the short-term strategic cost reductions with long-term sustainable measures (A 
Strategic Approach, 2008). For that, branches need to become less costly but also more 
productive which means that new branch models will need to be adopted. 
In order to support the digital evolution of branches towards a more efficient and 
sustainable model, Italian banks should leverage on the high penetration of new 
technologies such as smartphones and tablets (Appendix 17). However, despite the high 
dissemination of new technologies, Italy is lagging in terms of e-Intensity (Appendix 
18), mainly due to a low level of Expenditure. The fixed and mobile infrastructures are 
in place and consumers are embracing the new technologies but the proportion of 
money spent on online retail is still low. Education and incentives to adopt digital 
channels as a purchase method are necessary to reach the potential of new technologies. 
Finally, in demographic terms, retail banks should consider that the Italian population is 
ageing and that, in 2030, the country will have the second oldest population in the world 
with a medium age of 49.2 years (Italy in 2030, 2013). Such imposes a challenge to the 
technological evolution of distribution channels but should not undermine the adoption 
of new branch models. Instead, retail banks should find hybrid solutions that consider 
both the needs of older customers and the needs of tech-savvy younger generations. 
CheBanca! – Launched in 2008, CheBanca! dared to go beyond the traditional banking 
model. The retail division of the Italian Gruppo Mediobanca was able to integrate the 
comfort and convenience of an online bank with the physicality of “bank shops”. 
CheBanca! (What a Bank!) is an important success case of the digital evolution of retail 
banks. In the first year, it “recorded commercial results far beyond expectations: €5.3bn 
in deposits, and 170,000 current accounts opened” (CheBanca! Press Release, n.d.). 
The market has been rewarding CheBanca! for its efficiency, distinctive approach and 
modern distribution strategy. In this bank, customers are the ones who choose which 
channel to use and they are guaranteed to always find the same products on offer. 
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CheBanca! is organized around customers, anticipating their demands and being 
available when are where customers need. 
The bank’s innovative distribution model not only captivates customers but also has 
positive financial impacts. CheBanca! has been able to grow while keeping costs down 
because of its high emphasis on internet. “About 90% of CheBanca!’s banking 
transactions are done via the Web” (Emsden & Cohen, 2011). 
In spite of the high internet focus, CheBanca! has physical branches considered to be 
key to the bank’s strategy and success. Those have an innovative “design concept that 
lifts the retail banking branch from an impersonal financial sphere to a level that 
stimulates interaction among customers” (CheBanca! natural tech, 2014). 
CheBanca!’s branches are bright, open and designed to encourage clients to use the 
Internet on their daily transactions (Appendix 19). Moreover, instead of separating 
clients and employees by a traditional counter, branches are organized in a way that 
both customers and bank employees look to the same computer screen. Such approach 
brings higher transparency and educates customers, motivating them to use the Web 
portal for their daily banking transactions and promoting higher cost efficiency. 
Omnichannel distribution strategy – Addressing the changing economic environment 
and remaining relevant to digital consumers will move banks to a digitally-optimized 
distribution strategy where the role of physical branches is challenged to blend with 
digital channels, offering a seamless interaction between customers and their banks. 
In line with the proposed on the Business Project, retail banks will move to an 
omnichannel distribution strategy providing a consistent experience across channels 
with access to financial products and services where and when the customers need 
(Appendix 20). Such financial services will become naturally embedded into the lives of 
individuals and business customers. 
In this omnichannel model proposed for 2030, the role of branches is bound to be much 
different from today. As smart devices eliminate most of the face-to-face financial 
transactions, paper checks, paper currency and plastic cards, branches will mainly have 
marketing and client acquisition functions. In addition, community support, assistance 
in the sale of complex products and advisory services will be provided in branches but 
through virtual channels. The focus will be on experience and customer 
acquisition/retention rather than on transactions. 
Envisioning a world where almost 100% of banking transactions are conducted online 
might seem far-fetched but technology is evolving so fast that such is possible fifteen 
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years from now. Nonetheless, it is important to notice that future branches will not be 
detached from human touch; such will be present but mainly through virtual platforms. 
“Customers are open to having advice delivered to them virtually in the branch as long 
as quality and personalization do not suffer” (Winning Strategies, 2012). 
Reaching the branchs of 2030 - CheBanca! is a very good example of where Italian 
retail banks should start. The channel distribution should be geared towards maximum 
efficiency and branches should become a communication tool, a relationship place, to 
help with the transition to digital banking while building recognition and trust. 
However, this is not enough. Disruptive actions should be put into place. The traditional 
branch model needs to be challenged and customers need to clearly understand that a 
new banking era is beginning – retail banks are ready for the technological challenges 
and willing to shape the future of banking relations. 
Based on a thorough analysis of best practices and innovative approaches, a plan is 
created to lead the future of Italian retail bank branches (Appendix 21). 
Within the next years, following the analysts’ estimates aforementioned, branches will 
be cut by at least 30% (decreasing branch density from 64 to approximately 45 branches 
per 100,000 habitants, closer to the EU average of 32.2). Simultaneously, existing 
branches will be converted, moving away from the traditional model. 
The first evolutionary phase has already started, as CheBanca! demonstrates. Until 
2020, retail banks need to convert their branch network into two different physical 
displays – Flagship and Hybrid Branches – with Flagship Branches located in strategic 
areas and representing about 20% of the total number of branches. 
On the one hand, the Flagship Branch is a store-like branch that combines self-service 
with full service areas, showcasing how new technologies can be applied to banking, 
improving the customer experience. This branch should be technologically advanced 
and present the new era of digital banking and, in order to be capable of fast adapting to 
new technologies and needs, the Flagship Branch should have a modular structure. 
To begin with, the modular structure suggested includes five integrated areas (Appendix 
22). An entrance with a coffee/lounge space to invite customers in and break the status-
quo of traditional branches; high-function self-service kiosks; showcases of “box-
products” with digital codes that can be scanned to display more information on touch-
screens available on the lounge area; a full service teller for the customers less prone to 
use new technologies; and a flat screen area to host weekly video conferences and 
display daily the most popular bank products. 
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On the other hand, the Hybrid Branch (Appendix 23) should include more self-service 
kiosks (open 24 hours) and employees to help with the adaptation. Besides, the “box-
product” approach should also be introduced to boost the retail experience. Finally, 
Hybrid Branches, in this first phase, should continue to have the traditional tellers to 
smooth the digital transition and support the older generations. 
In the second phase (2020-2030), retail banks should consolidate the onmichannel 
distribution strategy. As so, Flagship Branches will increase their relevance on the 
branch network and mainly have marketing functions. The structure should remain 
fairly equal but technology will be more advanced – holographic conferences with 
advisors and biometric payments will be commonplace. As for the employees, those 
should be less focused on transactions and more on selling products and presenting the 
new technological evolutions. 
Finally, Hybrid Branches will be converted to Community Centres (Appendix 24) 
offering customized services through holographic tellers; only one employee will be 
physically present to solve any existing problem. With a decreasing number of 
customers using branches, these Centers will mostly be visited by older people and local 
businesses. Community Centers are the branches highlighted on the Business Project as 
they will be the physical contact between banks and SMEs, stimulating long and 
profitable relations. 
Conclusion – The digital transformation poses challenges but also opportunities for the 
banking industry. Delaying the transformation is not an option; banks should lead and 
present competitive value propositions for the future. 
The transformation is already happening, the Italian CheBanca! is an example of what 
should be done right now to boost the transformation. However, disruptive measures 
should be taken; to reach the omnichannel distribution models it is crucial to challenge 
the traditional model of branches. 
As part of such challenge, branches need to change fast and adopt Flagship and Hybrid 
Branch concepts where transactions are no longer the focus. Instead, attention is given 
to the customer experience and to digital education – the numerous possibilities of 
technology should be shown and employees should support the digital adoption. 
In 2030, banking transactions will mostly be done online and human touch will be 
present digitally. As a consequence, Flagship Branches will mainly have marketing and 
branding functions and Community Centres will be introduced to give customized local 
support to families and SMEs, thus promoting profitable and lasting interactions. 
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Reflection on Learning 
Previous Knowledge 
During the Masters in Finance and the Masters in International Management I acquired 
skills and theoretical knowledge important for the execution of the Business Project. 
To design the new product offering and distribution strategy, soft skills developed in 
both Masters, such as researching, brainstorming and selecting relevant information, 
were crucial. As for the theoretical background necessary to analyse the future of retail 
banks, it was mainly acquired during the Masters in Finance. However, given the 
innovative nature of the Project, the contents were mostly used in an indirect way. The 
theoretical contents were important to understand, launch the analysis and evaluate the 
feasibility and impact of the ideas proposed, not necessarily to develop them. 
On the one hand, Entrepreneurial Finance & Venture Capital was important to 
understand the needs of SMEs (similar to the needs of entrepreneurs) and consequently 
design the products and distribution channels. In particular, the managerial support and 
financing needs were addressed in the recommended new products. 
On the other hand, Banking gave the tools to understand a bank’s financial statements 
and identify the sources of revenues, costs and risks. Besides, in Banking I learned that 
ratios such as ROE and cost-to-income are important indicators of a bank’s profitability 
and efficiency; information that was key to understand the problem of Italian retail 
banks. The notion of capital requirements and the evolution of the Basel Accords were 
also acquired in Banking and considered to reach meaningful recommendation, i.e., 
products with low capital requirements so as not to negatively impact ROE. Finally, 
Banking highlighted the importance of customer centricity and customization to achieve 
loyalty and customer retention, notions that enriched the Business Project. 
New Knowledge 
During the Business Project I did not learn any new analytical tool or financial method. 
Instead, I had the chance to deepen my knowledge on the retail banking industry and on 
the future challenges it will face. The analysis was focused on Italy but some of the 
topics developed (trends and competitors, for instance) are general so those will 
certainly be important for my professional career. 
Finally, the Project’s focus on the future has the advantage of providing knowledge that 
makes me one step ahead. I am not only able to understand the problems faced by banks 
but also discuss their future. I am now able to identify the new players entering the retail 
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banking market, anticipate future banking trends and suggest innovative products and 
channels to leverage on core capabilities while boosting profitability. 
Personal Experience 
The group dynamics were very positive and all members contributed to the final 
product. In particular, I believe that my involvement was highly important to organize 
and structure the presentation. I have some experience in strategic consulting and this 
Business Project was consulting so I felt comfortable to lead the development of the 
presentation’s story line, organize the documents, produce action titles and select the 
relevant data to support our analysis and suggestions. Such highly contributed to the 
production of a professional and consultancy-like presentation. 
Moreover, I prefer to always work in a structured and efficient way so, in all meetings, I 
would prepare an agenda and summarize the conclusions reached.  This work 
methodology was very effective and helped the group to be more productive. 
However, there are weaknesses that I should recognize. My most important handicap is 
shyness. During the group meetings I made an effort to overcome it but on the reunions 
with the Tutors I often let my group colleagues take the lead. Such inhibition would 
sometimes be seen as lack of involvement which was completely not true. As so, in the 
future, I need to work on my self-confidence and make an effort to overcome shyness. 
Benefit of Hindsight 
Initially, the aim of the Business Project was selecting a customer segment and suggest 
innovative products and distribution channels. However, close to the final presentation, 
the Corporate Tutor asked to add a general analysis of retail banks in 2030 regarding 
vision, competitive landscape, core business and distribution strategy from the bank’s 
perspective. Such request caused tremendous stress within the group as we felt that the 
initial challenge had been completed and that a new project was being asked. 
However, looking back, we should have anticipated that those topics would be 
necessary. The product offering and distribution channels were to be focused on one 
specific segment but, to do so in a correct way, it was of course necessary to have the 
full picture of retail banks in 2030. Therefore, in hindsight, I believe the group lacked a 
deeper discussion about the challenge. Nonetheless, we were able to overcome that 
problem by leveraging on the tremendous work capacity of all group members. 
Finally, what added most value to the end product were long brainstorm sessions. The 
group discussed the problems, then we individually searched for reports and, finally, we 
had insightful discussions to agree on the best approaches/solutions to include. 
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Appendixes 
 
Appendix 1 – Evolution of ROE in Italy and Europe (CEMS Business Project) 
 
 
 
Appendix 2 – Breakdown of ROE (CEMS Business Project) 
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* As percentage of total assets 
 
Appendix 3 – Profitability of SMEs (CEMS Business Project) 
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Appendix 4 – Relevance of SMEs (CEMS Business Project) 
 
* Excluding ALM revenues, Retail Investments and Bancassurance 
 
Appendix 5 – Future global trends and their impact on retail banking (CEMS Business 
Project) 
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Appendix 6 – Needs of retail banks and SMEs (CEMS Business Project) 
 
  
Appendix 7 – Future sources of competition (CEMS Business Project) 
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Appendix 8 – Evolution of the three pillars of retail banks (CEMS Business Project) 
 
 
Appendix 9 – The core business in 2030 (CEMS Business Project) 
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Appendix 10 – New product offering for SMEs in 2030 (CEMS Business Project) 
1. Consultancy on Marketing 
 
 
2. Information Sharing & Access to Capital 
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3. Promotion of Cluster Aggregation & Financial Education 
 
 
4. Augmented Reality as an Innovative Promotional Tool 
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Appendix 11 – Omnichannel distribution strategy and its impact on the bank’s internal 
organization and customer relationship (CEMS Business Project) 
 
 
Appendix 12 – SMEs tailored distribution strategy (CEMS Business Project) 
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Appendix 13 – Traffic of each channel and respective average cost per transaction in 
2012 (Rebooting the branch, 2012) 
 
 
Appendix 14 – Branches and virtual channels usage by tech segmentation, June 2012 
(Winning Strategies, 2012) 
 
The most avid adopters of virtual channels are the most frequent branch visitors. 
 
Appendix 15 – Customer reactions to a replacement of branches by all-virtual branches, 
June 2012 (Winning Strategies, 2012) 
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Appendix 16 – Commercial bank branches per 100,000 habitants (Commercial bank 
branches, n.d.). Sample with the top three countries (Spain, Luxembourg and Italy), four 
countries with lower branch density and the EU average. 
 
 
Appendix 17 – Adoption levels of new technologies in Italy (Share of mobile phone 
users, 2014) (Tablet user penetration, 2014) 
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Appendix 18 – BCG’s 2013 e-Intensity Index 
 
 
“The 2013 BCG e-Intensity Index measures the relative maturity of Internet economies 
for the fifth straight year on the basis of three factors: enablement, engagement, and 
expenditure. Enablement accounts for 50 percent of the total weighting and measures 
various aspects of fixed and mobile infrastructure deployment; Engagement, 25 percent, 
measures how actively businesses, governments, and consumers are embracing the 
Internet; and Expenditure, 25 percent, measures the proportion of money spent on 
online retail and advertising.” (The 2013 BCG e-Intensity Index, 2013) 
 
Appendix 19 – CheBanca!’s innovative branches 
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Appendix 20 – Customer centricity in the omnichannel distribution strategy (Rebooting 
the branch, 2012) 
 
 
Appendix 21 – Proposed evolution of retail bank branches 
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Appendix 22 – Flagship Branch 
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Appendix 23 – Hybrid Branch 
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Appendix 24 – Community Centre 
 
 
 
 
 
